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The original version of this article did not include a reference for section III-part (b) and
Figure 2 to “Catak FO, Balaban ME (2013) CloudSVM: Training an SVM Classifier in Cloud
Computing Systems. In: Zu Q, Hu B, Elçi A (eds) Pervasive Computing and the Networked
World. Joint International Conference, ICPCA/SWS 2012, Istanbul, Turkey, November 28-30,
2012, Revised Selected Papers. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 7719. Springer, Berlin
Heidelberg, p 57–68”. There is also a missing reference in section IX-Part (d)- Subsection(2) to
“https://code.google.com/p/cascadesvmand” and “Graf HP, Cosatto E, Bottou L, Dourdanovic
I, Vapnik V (2004) Parallel Support Vector Machines: The Cascade SVM. Advances in Neural
Information Processing Systems, p 521–528”.
Multimed Tools Appl (2015) 74:5261
DOI 10.1007/s11042-015-2666-6
The online version of the original article can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11042-014-2116-x.
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